SCIENCE EDUCATION SUPPLIES
STATEWIDE TERM CONTRACT – STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Contract Period: May 29, 2018 – May 28, 2023
Solicitation: 5400015221

The intent of these statewide contracts is for the purchase of Science Education Supplies and Equipment that are used in an instructional forum in school grade levels ranging from kindergarten through the community colleges, but may also be used by other authorized users. Laboratory Equipment and Supplies as may be required by an official operating laboratory, and/or for research and educational purposes in a university setting (undergraduate and graduate level schooling), would normally use the Laboratory Supplies, Equipment and Chemicals term contract. While some of the items included in the resulting contract may be a subset of the larger Laboratory Supplies and Equipment contract, the key discriminator on determining whether the use of this contract is appropriate is the type of institution that is ordering the supplies.

GENERAL:
The percentage discounts are off each vendor’s currently published catalog/list price. The discount shall apply to the unit price and applicable to all designations such as each case, package, lot, etc. This discount shall also be applicable to quantity discounts when an item meets the quantity requirements on an individual order. There are four (4) awarded vendors, and just because one vendor offers a higher discount % from their list price, does not necessarily mean it is the lowest net price to the State. It is always best to check multiple vendors’ prices before issuing a purchase order. **Any items excluded by the contractor from the discounts listed, other than those specifically addressed below, are not included in the contracts and will require proper competition.**

DELIVERY:
After award, all deliveries shall be made and all services provided to the location specified by the Using Governmental Unit in its purchase order.

Routine catalog items shall be delivered within ten (10) days and special or non-catalog items shall be delivered in thirty (30) days. Using governmental units may request expedited delivery when needed. Any additional delivery, packaging fees or setup charges must be invoiced to the using governmental unit as a pass through cost. Contractor must communicate to the using governmental unit any additional shipping or setup charges PRIOR to order acceptance. Contractors must also follow-up/track backorders and keep ordering entities advised of the order status or and whether items have been dropped and must be reordered.

For individual orders totaling less than $ 100.00, contractor shall ship these orders prepaid, add the shipping charges to the invoice as a separate charge and include in the invoice total for payment by Using Governmental Unit.

RETURN GOODS POLICY
As a minimum requirement, the Contractors shall be responsible for filing, processing, and collecting all claims for damaged products, and for promptly replacing any defective item in a timely manner.
CONTRACT COMMODITY EXCLUSION
The following commodity categories are excluded from this contract:

1. Precious metals (not including chemicals containing precious metals)
2. All microscopes and their accessories. (Prepared slides are not considered microscope accessories and are allowed.)
3. Computer equipment which requires State IT approval
4. Specialty chemicals preferred for research use obtainable for under $500.00 per line item. (General lab chemicals used in school settings are not considered “specialty.”)
5. All equipment items with a Unit List Price of $50,000.00 or more
6. Any item excluded from the Offeror’s discount offered
7. All Laboratory furniture with a Unit List Price of $50,000.00 or more
8. Items covered under other existing contracts
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CONTRACT INFORMATION

AWARDED TO: FISHER SCIENTIFIC COMPANY LLC
(FISHER SCIENCE EDUCATION BUSINESS UNIT)
4500 TURNBERRY DRIVE
HANOVER PARK, IL 60133

CONTACT: FRANK KOWALCZYK
704-666-0294
frank.kowalczyk@thermofisher.com

VENDOR NO: 7000197860

CONTRACT NO: 4400018631

MAXIMUM CONTRACT PERIOD: MAY 29, 2018 – MAY 28, 2023

WEBSITE: www.fisheredu.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE

HOURS: M-F 8:00AM – 5:30PM

TELEPHONE: 800-955-1177

FAX: 800-955-0740

EMAIL: fse.bids@thermofisher.com
fse.custserv@thermofisher.com

DISCOUNT OFF CATALOG PRICING: 32%

Product focus areas: Fisher Science Education is a full line supplier of science products for all of the disciplines of K-16 science. We have over 25,000 standard items covering the following disciplines and product categories:

• S.T.E.M.
• Anatomy and Physiology
• Biochemistry
• Books/Charts/Posters
• Forensics
• Earth Science
• Environmental Science

• Advanced Placement
• Biology
• Biotechnology
• Chemistry
• Chemicals
• Environmental Science
• Kits
NOTE: In addition to the standard product offering, Fisher Science Education also has the ability to specially source products for individual customers. Fisher Science Education representative - Frank Kowalczyk - will work with your staff members to obtain user IDs so that Fisher Science Education can provide customized online ordering access to all users. Customers who log in with their password will see their contract discount pricing. Registered users with a Fisher Science Education account are able to view their most recent account information as they place orders, including account-specific prices derived from your contract and calculated item-by-item/quantity-by-quantity to provide concrete, accurate net pricing. Customers who do not enjoy signing in under their account password will see current List Pricing in which the discount listed above can be applied.

Fisher Science Education will also mail the catalog most appropriate for the respective institutions when requested. In addition to the standard line of education products they can offer a line of advanced science and safety products. Between the advanced science and safety items they are able to provide access to over 1 Million products. The website www.fishersci.com features full-color catalogs, including the Fisher General Catalog, Fisher Safety Catalog, Fisher HealthCare Catalog, Fisher Chemical, Controlled Environments, Life Science, BioReagents, Fisher Lab Essentials, and ACROS Organics. Full search capabilities and on-line ordering make it easy to find products, view them, and place orders.
CONTRACT INFORMATION

AWARDED TO: FREY SCIENTIFIC
80 NORTHWEST BOULEVARD
NASHUA, NH 03063

CONTACT: CHIP CARTER
336-675-5493
thomas.carter@schoolspecialty.com

VENDOR NO: 7000109315

CONTRACT NO: 4400018692

MAXIMUM CONTRACT PERIOD: MAY 29, 2018 – MAY 28, 2023

REFERENCE NO: 77877300852

WEBSITE: http://freyscientific.com
http://catalogs.schoolspecialty.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE

HOURS: M-F 8:00AM – 5:30PM

TELEPHONE: 800-225-3739

FAX: 877-256-3739

EMAIL: customercare.frey@schoolspecialty.com

DISCOUNT OFF CATALOG PRICING: 30%

An online catalog is available at http://catalogs.schoolspecialty.com

NOTE: Discount excludes SSI, Delta, CPO, FOSS and Frey Scientific Exclusive products with a prefix of “N” or “LN.” Discounts are not applicable to any other School Specialty catalogs or flyers. Catalog may contain a limited number of items listed as “Net Price” indicated by the prefix “N” that are not eligible for any further discounts since the discount is already included in the “Net Price”.

BACK TO INDEX
CONTRACT INFORMATION

AWARDED TO: SARGENT WELCH
5100 WEST HENRIETTA ROAD
PO BOX 92912
ROCHESTER, NY  14692

CONTACT: KAROL STEPHENS
770-826-4060
karol.stephens@vwr.com

VENDOR NO: 7000197913

CONTRACT NO: 4400018632

MAXIMUM CONTRACT PERIOD: MAY 29, 2018 – MAY 28, 2023

WEBSITE: www.sargentwelch.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE

HOURS: M-F 8:00AM – 5:30PM

TELEPHONE: 800-727-4368

FAX: 800-676-2540

EMAIL: sargentwelchcs@vwr.com

DISCOUNT OFF CATALOG PRICING: 33%

An online catalog is available at https://sargentwelch.com/store/login.jsp

LOGIN INFO

EMAIL ADDRESS: Stateof SC
PASSWORD: SWSC#1234

Product focus areas: The Sargent Welch brand includes products in the following categories:

• General Lab Chemicals
• Physics Supplies
• Rocks and Minerals
• Slides
• Models
• Biotechnology Products
• Preserved and Live Items
• AP Kits
NOTE: Free ground shipping on all orders except expedited shipping, motor freight and live materials. All items designated with a price ending in a “9” (i.e. $xx.09, $5.49, etc.) will ship at the list price because the discount has already been applied. Hazardous surcharges will be invoiced at one (1) flat fee of $27.50 per order, per shipping location.
CONTRACT INFORMATION

AWARDED TO: WARD’S SCIENCE
5100 WEST HENRIETTA ROAD
PO BOX 92912
ROCHESTER, NY  14692

CONTACT: KAROL STEPHENS
770-826-4060
karol.stephens@vwr.com

VENDOR NO: 7000197935

CONTRACT NO: 4400018633

MAXIMUM CONTRACT PERIOD: MAY 29, 2018 – MAY 28, 2023

WEBSITE: www.wardsci.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE

HOURS: M-F 8:00AM – 5:30PM

TELEPHONE: 800-962-2660

FAX: 800-635-8439

EMAIL: wardscs@vwr.com

In addition, the Science Help team can offers demonstration and webinars at 866-260-0501 or sciencehelp@vwr.com

DISCOUNT OFF CATALOG PRICING: 15%

An online catalog is available at https://www.wardsci.com/store/login.jsp

LOGIN INFO
EMAIL ADDRESS: Stateof SC
PASSWORD: WardsSC#1234

Product focus areas: The Sargent Welch brand includes products in the following categories:

• General Lab Chemicals
• STEM Products
• Models
• Preserved and Live Items
NOTE: Free ground shipping on all orders except expedited shipping, motor freight and live materials. All items designated with a price ending in a “9” (i.e. $xx.09, $5.49, etc.) will ship at the list price because the discount has already been applied. Hazardous surcharges will be invoiced at one (1) flat fee of $27.50 per order, per shipping location.